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OVERVIEW
The Guide describes a high level technical overview for the latino.si.edu website, for a content manager at the Smithsonian Latino Center. The latino.si.edu website
has been created to allow easy updating of the website using any-capable editing software. This document targets those who have at least a basic knowledge of
HTML, CSS and photo editing software.
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TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
The latino.si.edu website uses the latest industry standard and fully supported
ASP.NET MVC4 package. The MVC4 architecture differs from ASP.NET Forms in
both its implementation and architecture. Whereas an ASP.NET Form consists of
an .aspx page (containing html and asp tags) and a code-behind file (either
.aspx.cs or .aspx.vb), ASP.NET MVC relies on three distinct types of files: A Model
(interaction with the database), a View (presentation logic, including HTML),
and a Controller (business logic).
Rather than each distinct URL on a website having a corresponding .aspx page,
the MVC architecture allows for the same logic to handle one or many URLs.
Likewise, the same View file could be utilized for one or many distinct URLs for
presentation. Generally speaking and for the purposes of the latino.si.edu site,
most views are only used on one distinct URL. In an ASP.NET MVC website,
URLs refer to a Controller and its action. In plain terms, each controller houses
the business logic for a given section of the latino.si.edu website (e.g. the
Education section is controlled by the Visit Controller). A Controller’s functions
are referred to as actions. Generally speaking, the front (index) page of the
Education section is found at http://www.latino.si.edu/Education/index. If the
controller code does not specify what View to use for a given action, the view
that is assumed and used is the one with the same name as the action itself.
Therefore, the View used for the Education index page (found at the URL
described above) would be in the Education folder and named index.aspx. As a
general rule, views used on the website are named after their corresponding
actions. A content editor for the site will almost always find this to be the case,
whether it is in editing existing views or adding new ones.
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SITE STRUCTURE SUMMARY
The folder that contains all of the website’s files (known as the site root) follows
a special defined structure. Among the folders contained in root are ones
named, as you would expect, “Models,” “Views,” and “Controllers”. Other folders
(such as “Helpers” and “Classes”) contain items playing various supporting roles
in the website. If you open the “Views” folder, you will see several more folders.
Each folder is named after the corresponding section of the website to which
its views belong. For example, Views pertaining to the Education section of the
website reside in the “Education” folder. Site-wide and/or views that do not
belong to any particular section reside in the “Shared” folder. Each section of
the latino.si.edu website also has its own Master Page. A Master Page defines
the layout for the given site section. It is a special View file, in that it is applied
to every page in the section. This means that any navigational (or otherwise)
elements it contains will show on every page in that section of the site. The
master page of a given section is named after itself with the “.master” file suffix.
So, the Visit section’s master page is located in the “Visit” folder and named
Visit.master. The overall site has its own Master Page, located in the
“Views/Shared” folder. It contains the header, main navigation, and footer, and
is used on every page in the site. Each section’s Master Page inherits from the
Site master page, and each view inherits from its section’s Master Page.
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UPLOAD INTO TEAM SITE
A. Log into teamsite:
http://si-wcm07.si.edu/iw-cc/command/iw.ui
B. Navigate to the root level of the development folder at the following path:
//SI-WCM07/default/main/public/slc/latino-newsite/WORKAREA/workarea1
C. Navigate to the folder that has the file you want to update and select
“import”. You will be prompted to navigate to the local copy of the site. Select
the file for import, “ADD” this file and select “Import”. The system will ask if
you want to overwrite the file. If you are sure, say yes.
At this point the uploaded files are still in production mode. Until you “submit”
the selected files that you uploaded, the outside user will not see the updates.
To view the production files on SI servers, follow this link: http://160.111.247.43
D: Once approvals are made from the production view, select the file that has
been updated and click “submit” to push the edited/uploaded files live.
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LAYOUT AND USE OF GRID
Grids bring order to a layout making it easier for visitors to find and navigate
through information. This order allows designers and developers to quickly add
elements to a layout because many layout decisions are addressed while
building the grid structure. Subsequently, the grids lead to consistency in the
layout of pages across site as a whole.
All pages are based on a three column grid that spans to 1000px wide. This is
seen primarily on the home page. All header graphics and primary navigation
elements span the width of the three columns on every page. The home page
grid is devided evenly.
The footer maintains it’s equal parts on every page; home and all sub pages.
Sub pages are also based off of a three column grid. Although these are not
equal thirds. The main content areas are defined as such for a three column
grid sub page:
#Column1 { width: 330px; padding: 10px; }
#Column2 { width: 330px; padding: 10px; }
#Column3 { width: 270px; padding: 10px; }
Many of the sub pages have two columns of content while still maintaining the
three column grid format. The first column (main content area) is Column 1 and
Column 2 combined. The main content area is defined as such for a two
column grid sub page:
#Column1 { width: 660px; padding: 5px 10px 10px 10px; text-align: left; }
#Column2 { width: 270px; padding: 5px 10px 10px 10px; }
In this grid, the left and center columns (3 column layout) or the left column
(two column layout) are designed for primary content. In both layouts, the far
right column is designed for secondary content. This content will usually link to
an outside page, source or PDF download.
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CREATING HOME PAGE HEADER GRAPHICS
Dynamic imagery selected by The Center will only be used for any header image on
main pages.
Images on home page carousel are 1000x348 px and are named in sequential order:
SLC_Home_01.jpg, SLC_Home_02.jpg…etc, up to six.
THE CENTER’S LOGO IS PLACED ON THE IMAGE WITH THE USE OF CSS as a transparent
image. An overlay is applied to the header graphic slide show that consists of the SLC
logo, the SI COLLECTIONS Search box as well as the DONATE NOW button.
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SLC HOME PAGE Q&A TEASERS
A take off of the SI-Qs, The Center will maintain questions and answers
on the home page.
Questions will maintain the following:
–Fun and engaging
–Smart and clever
–Attention-grabbing, not controversial
The Q&As will fall into one of three categories (colors subject to change
as needed...)
–ENGAGE: orange
–INSPIRE: gold
–SHARE: blue

OFF

The event will maintain three states; OFF, HOVER (ROLL-OVER), and
CLICK.
OFF – this is what the user sees when visiting the page. This is the
“question” part of the sequence.
HOVER – this state holde the “quick clue” for the user.
CLICK – reveals the answer to the question.

HOVER

It is possible to mark up the code within the answer part of the event
which can leas the user to a specific page, or a download.

CLICK
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Primary Navigation: Arial
Arial is a CSS Web safe font. Contemporary sans serif design, Arial contains more humanist characteristics than many of its predecessors
and as such is more in tune with the mood of the last decades of the twentieth century.
Compatability
Win: 99.84% Mac: 98.74%

CSS for Primary Navigation:
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LATINO VIRTUAL MUSEUM
The Latino Virtual Museum (LVM) is a micro site within a site. It offers shared
collective experiences and resources in a transmedia hub for 2-D and 3-D
collections, simulations, virtual worlds, and educational activities as the relate
to latino cultural heritage.
When the user “enters” LVM they are faced with a lightbox window that gives a
brief description of the site. Closing this window will launch the page. The
light box is controlled with jQuery.
<!-- Magnific Popup core JS file -->
<script src="../../Scripts/jquery.magnific-popup.js"></script>
<!-- Magnific Popup core CSS file -->
<link href="../../Content/magnific-popup.css" rel="stylesheet" />
<script type="text/javascript">
$(document).ready(function () {
$('#popup-lvm-welcome').magnificPopup({
type: 'image'
});
$('#popup-lvm-welcome').click();
});
</script>
The image overlay can be swapped out at this image location:
/Content/Images/LVM/150122_LVM_popup.jpg

SOCIAL MEDIA
LVM has it’s own set of social media links that are separate from SLC social
media links. They are ubiquitous within all LVM pages.
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LATINO VIRTUAL MUSEUM NAVIGATION
When the user enters LVM, the primary navigation for the whole of SLC take it’s place above the live are of the micro site under the header
graphics of the site. The LVM primary navigation almost takes over as primary navigation for the site. LVM utilizes a scrolling image bar for it’s
navigation.
There are thirteen navigation elements with only five on the image scroller at a time.

LVM
HOME

LVM
HOME

Archive

Archive
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